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Is Sales Management
Getting in the Way of Sales Success?
Recently, I made the point
during a keynote speech
that the role of sales
management – dare I say
“sales leadership” – is now pivotal in the
success of every organization and yet, it is
becoming clear that around 80% of
managers are unqualified to fulfil the role
that is being asked of them. What does
that mean?
s I have said often enough, the single most
common mistake that organizations make is
promoting their number one salesperson into
the role of sales manager, thereby depriving
themselves in a single stroke of their best producer
and hamstringing their sales force with an
ineffective manager.
The skills required for managing, mentoring and

A
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developing a sales team are totally different from
those required for selling – sounds obvious, but it is
a point, which must be reiterated. As a result, it’s
not uncommon to find newly promoted sales
managers who regret having taken a management
position and may even leave to get back into sales.
When a salesperson gains promotion to
management the first thing they have to do is to
quickly acquaint themselves with a new set of
working relationships – and a new set of rules.
The salesperson’s primary working relationships
are with customers. However, the sales manager’s is
with the sales force i.e. his subordinates.
Let’s look at that a little more closely:
Essential Attributes – Successful Salesperson:
l Personal drive (ego)
l Needs to win battles (Individual sales)
l Able to work alone
l Persuades customers to see his/her point
l Needs selling skills, personal skills and knowledge
l Able to work away from the office

Editorial

l Works well with people and numbers
l Good at implementing sales tactics

Essential Attributes – Successful Sales Manager:
l Submission of personal needs to the goals of the
Company (Corporate drive)
l Needs to win the war (Meet corporate goals)
l Able to work with others
l Persuades the sales team to see the Company’s
point
l Needs management skills and marketing
knowledge
l Needs to work at the office
l Works well with people, numbers, paperwork
and the corporate hierarchy
l Good at developing sales and marketing
strategies
Completely different set of skills!
The most common danger in having sales
managers who are basically super salespeople is that
“relations with subordinates” including the critical
tasks of development and supervision may
deteriorate.
Even when they do recognize the importance of
developing their salespeople, many sales managers
find that they lack the skills and resources to do it
effectively. It then becomes easier not to bother.
The majority of sales managers – new and
experienced alike – say they do not have sufficient
time to train and develop their sales teams. They are
so focused on sales results and so accustomed to
achieving success through their personal pursuit of
those results – that they overlook their greatest
potential source of power, the power to increase
sales performance by developing their people.
To make things worse, most sales teams consist
of a number of individuals with differing levels of
experience and ability, so the whole issue of team
development becomes too daunting for the
overwhelmed manager to contemplate.
Sadly, this is a common scenario and goes some
way to explaining why levels of sales achievement

are declining so alarmingly.
At least 80% of sales managers fail within
eighteen months of being promoted (Source:
Chally).
I spend quite a lot of my time questioning the
motives of wouldbe sales managers: is it the kudos
that is attractive? The lure of a new car? The power
that comes with authority? increased responsibility?
The reality is that it can be one of the loneliest
and most stressful jobs in the world. Being suddenly
propelled from a situation where you are, by and
large, totally responsible for your own achievement,
into another where you are totally dependent on
your team for your success. Is it any wonder that so
many managers fail so early, in what could have
been such a promising career?
Sales achievement levels have never been so far
off target and the quality of selling skills are spiraling
downwards at an alarming rate of acceleration –
whose fault is it?
I think it is about time our sales managers stood
up and accepted responsibility.
Whatever happens on the sales floor is down to
the sales leader – leaders always have to accept full
n
accountability.

To read more of Jonathan's articles, posts,
white papers and thoughts visit his
personal site  here

Come and meet Jonathan in London here
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Winning, Growing,
And Retaining Major Accounts
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Brian Sullivan,
co-author of the recently
published “SANDLER
ENTERPRISE SELLING”
JF: Your new book is SANDLER ENTERPRISE
SELLING: Winning, Growing, And Retaining Major
Accounts. What is enterprise selling? And how is it
different from any other type of selling?
BS: At Sandler, we believe strongly in the power of
pain. It’s the great motivator and it motivates action.
We like to say, “No pain, no sale”. And that’s the
truth. So, we define enterprise selling in terms of
the unique pains and challenges that organizations

face in selling to and serving large, complex
accounts. Pains and challenges such as lengthy
sales cycles. Consider that, in dealing with small and
mediumsized accounts, selling cycles can last days,
weeks, maybe a month or two. But in selling to
enterprise organizations, seasons can pass during a
sales pursuit. Sales cycles several months long are
commonplace and some last a year or longer. And
with time comes risk, uncertainty, and doubt for the
selling organization. It can be very frustrating,
especially if you’re not prepared to deal with it. But
for the selling organizations that follow effective
processes, their preparation illustrates qualities to
the buying organization, qualities that give the
buyers a view of what the sellers would be like as
business partners, after the deal is won. Qualities
such as attention to detail, followup, and
dependability. As a selling organization, with each
touchpoint that showcases these types of qualities
over a long pursuit, you get closer to a win –
because the buying organization will be evaluating
you every step of the way. But, for the ineffective
selling organizations that may succumb to those
risks, uncertainties, and doubts, they just might
occasionally drop the ball. Maybe they’ll miss a
deadline or submit a deliverable that doesn’t hit the
mark. Whatever it is, you can be assured that the
buying organization takes notice.
There are several other key pains and challenges
that define enterprise selling such as wide, diverse
buyer networks, sophisticated competition, a keen
focus on business value, and more. And Sandler
Enterprise Selling provides a practical approach for
dealing with all of them, increasing your chances of
success in the enterprise arena.
JF: What is the Sandler Enterprise Selling (SES)
approach to selling? Can this approach be adapted
for other types of sales situations?

6
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The Jonathan Farrington Interview

BS: Sandler Enterprise Selling provides a sixstage
approach for winning business with enterprise
accounts, serving them effectively and expanding
the relationships over the longterm. With the
fundamental Sandler Selling System as its bedrock,
Sandler Enterprise Selling builds on this powerful
baseline and enhances it, providing a robust
program for selling organizations in the enterprise
arena. SES is based on six highly strategic stages
designed to help you win, serve, and grow large,
complex accounts. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Territory & Account Planning
Opportunity Identification
Qualification
Solution Development
Proposing & Advancement
Service Delivery

While there is a clear sequence to the stages with
identified starting and ending points, there is really
no end to SES, for it represents a continuous
process of selling to and serving enterprise
accounts, and the excellence in serving spawns
growth. Streams of transactions over time in a long
term, mutually beneficial business relationship –
that’s the enterprise world.
Regarding the question of whether SES can be
adapted for other types of selling situations, it maps
beautifully to any business model that sells into
large complex accounts. And as such, it’s designed
for customization and the blendingin of company
specific themes. For companies involved in a
simpler type of selling to smaller accounts, SES still
delivers relevant insights that might be streamlined
a bit to fit a more tactical and urgent model.
JF: One of the six stages you mention in the book
is Service Delivery. What can sales teams do in
conjunction with delivery teams to expand
accounts?
BS: We like to say, “There’s no better time to win
business, than after you’ve won business”. What do

we mean? First, enterprise accounts are huge. They
are vast ecosystems of opportunity  diversified
business organizations typified by multiple
divisions, groups, partners, and family trees of
connected firms. Understanding this network of
potential, think how much more credible you are
once you are on the “inside”. With the selling and
delivery teams collaborating to clearly understand
the client’s needs and pains and address them in all
that they do, the two become one in sharing the
common goal of serving and growing their
treasured account. The continuous process that is
Sandler Enterprise Selling provides the framework
to make that common goal a reality.
JF: Why is it crucial for selling organizations to
qualify opportunities effectively, especially in the
enterprise world? And how can you help selling
teams make educated decisions regarding which
opportunities to pursue?
BS: Enterprise opportunities are typically large
deals with big revenues that often represent long
term arrangements, making them very attractive
and extremely tempting. Given the magnitude of
these deals, they can be gamechangers for selling
organizations. But, of course, games can change
positively or negatively. Consider the president of a
firm in Texas that sells into and serves the
enterprise market. She met with one of our team
members and told him, “Every deal that we decide
to pursue costs us $40,000. Win or lose, $40,000”.
She continued, “If you can help us determine that
the deals we decide to go after are the ones we’re
most likely to win and if you can help us know
whether to exit a pursuit or continue on, we’re very
interested”. She and her firm, of course, are facing a
classic challenge of enterprise selling. But the
financial investment cost is simply the tip of the
iceberg. When an organization commits to
embarking on one of those lengthy sales cycles,
they commit much more than money. They commit
other scarce resources as well – their people, their
time, and their organizational energy. And then
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there’s the opportunity cost. When you commit to
pursuing a major deal, you’ll clearly be foregoing
other initiatives, be they sales opportunities or other
organizational projects, because the funds, people,
time, and energy you’ve committed to the enterprise
pursuit are simply less available. And if you try to
pursue a big deal on the cheap, cutting back on
those scarce resources, one of those sophisticated
competitors that are fully committed to the deal will
eat your lunch.
Qualification, then, in enterprise deals, is a
survival skill. And in SES, it begins early in the
Territory & Account Planning Stage. Here, you make
decisions regarding what you do well as an
organization, your strengths. You also build the
profiles of the accounts that align to those strengths
– a really critical baseline activity that is often
ignored, and you engage in team account planning
for those targeted profile accounts. That’s the basis
for the first question asked by the president of the
firm in Texas – how to determine that the deals
pursued have the highest likelihood of success.
And what of her need to know whether to stay in
or exit one of those lengthy pursuits with the faucets
of money, time, and people flowing? Over the
course of time, much can change in an enterprise
pursuit. Buying team members can come and go.
Business requirements can change. Companies can
be bought and sold. And your ability to refresh your
qualification process based on new information is
vital. Getting out of a deal that will cost you $40,000
in the end, when you’ve only spent $20,000, is a gift.
A gift not only in expenses saved, but in redeployed
organizational resources. Redeployed, perhaps on to
another pursuit where you have a much greater
chance of success. A pursuit much more aligned to
your profile. And Sandler Enterprise Selling provides
the logical framework to help you make these
educated decisions to pursue and stay connected to
only the deals you’re most likely to win.
JF: In SANDLER ENTERPRISE SELLING, you
share many tools that assist with the sales

8
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process. What is the KARE Account Planning
Tool?
BS: KARE is a powerful and innovative tool in
Sandler
Enterprise
Selling.
Most
selling
organizations have designations that they apply to
their accounts. They label accounts by size, vertical
market, geographic location, commercial vs. public
sector, etc. But what do those labels really tell you
about the traits and tendencies of the accounts?
What does knowing those designations really do to
help you understand the relative importance of the
accounts to your overall strategy?
The SES KARE Tool takes a totally different
approach. While the more tactical designations
such as the vertical will still provide guidance,
KARE’s four meaningful profiles  Keep, Attain,
Recapture and Expand, give you a view into the
traits and tendencies of the accounts. Let’s look at
Keep and Expand. All selling organizations have
Keep accounts – accounts you definitely want to
retain, your breadandbutter clients. They’re not
rainmakers, and likely never will be, but you want
them to stay with you forever. Now consider
Expand accounts – those in which you see great
potential for expansion and those in which you are
willing, and often eager, to invest. That difference
between Keep and Expand accounts is critical and
understanding it earns you the right to take
targeted actions, based on the specific needs of
accounts in the profiles.
The Recapture accounts are previous clients and
Attain accounts are those profile targets mentioned
before, developed in the Territory & Account
Planning Stage of SES. KARE provides the
framework and you build the profiles based on the
specific attributes of your selling and service model.
You then craft the common actions to be taken
based on the profiles. And you’ve also developed
very meaningful labels for all of your accounts,
providing an organizationwide lexicon building
clarity and understanding in team selling.

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

JF: You devote an entire chapter to ClientCentric
Satisfaction. What does that mean and how is
client satisfaction a key to longterm sales
success?
BS: Think about typical customer satisfaction
surveys. From a consumer standpoint, you receive
one of those emails from the chain hotel you stayed
in and you’re asked to give ratings on your
satisfaction in predefined categories. Categories
like “Quality of Food”, “Friendliness of Lobby Staff”
and “Comfort of Shower Cap”. But your room was
next to the ice machine and across from the
elevator and you didn’t sleep a wink. But “Room
Noise” was not one of your options. You delete the
email and never stay at the hotel again.
The same often happens in business. The serving
organization delivers a satisfaction survey filled with
prechosen criteria that may or may not have
anything to do with the client. In fact, the client
could rate you highly in the boilerplate areas while
at the same time be planning your exit. But you’d
never know. Because the criteria were yours, not
the client’s.
SES approaches client satisfaction very
differently. The process guides you to visit with the
client at the start of the relationship and ask them
to define their success factors for the upcoming
partnership. The SES ClientCentric Satisfaction
Tool provides some suggested factors from which
the client can choose but they are free to add
others if they choose – welcomed to do so, by the
way. The client chooses five factors and also
provides weights for each. And in choosing the
factors, lively discussion typically ensues.
Discussion about what’s most important to the
client in the relationship. Sound like a meeting you’d
like to be part of? And what you’ll find is that there
will be surprises in the choices. Why surprises?
Because things have changed. You’re no longer the
vendor seeking business. You’re the provider of
services, a “partner” in some sense, even at this
early point. Think about it. If you asked this same
client what was most important to them weeks

before, when they were a prospect and you were
bidding on their business, you can imagine what
they’d have said. “Drop your prices”, “Cut your
delivery times” and “Give me more pro bono
services”. What’s changed?
You are now working together. You have
committed to one another. Now, in many ways, you
share goals with your successes also the client’s
successes. The honesty factor has gone way up.
And what you learn will absolutely increase your
chances of being successful in delivering. Why?
Because now you know exactly how the client
defines success. In learning that, you’ve earned the
right to further refine your delivery focus, based on
the direct client input. As your probability of
delivery success increases, so do your chances of
maximizing client satisfaction. And with that, you’ll
be in a much better position to expand the account.
All because you bothered to ask what’s really
important to the client. The SES ClientCentric
Satisfaction Tool provides you the process for
returning, down the road, to gain the client’s actual
satisfaction ratings. Ratings against those criteria
specifically chosen by the client. And that you have
been internally tracking. You’ll continue to ask if any
of the ratings or weights have changed since the
first choices were made, because things do change
– and you need to know, learn, and adjust as a
result. The SES ClientCentric Satisfaction Tool
provides the vehicle to success in this arena.
JF: Is there any other information you would like
to share with our audience? Where may our
listeners find out more about you and the book?
BS: The book is available online and in bricks &
mortar retailers everywhere. Download a Free
Chapter here. For those interested in a lively forum
for discussions around enterprise selling, please join
n
the Sandler Enterprise Selling LinkedIn Group.

Brian Sullivan is Vice President of Sandler
Enterprise Selling. Find out more here
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Second Annual CSO Insights Sales Enablement
Survey Launched – Help Us Help You!
Are you leading a sales enablement
or sales training program or
function?

We’ll also take a closer look at the
differences across company sizes,
regions, and industries this year!

The CSO Insights 2016 Sales Enablement
Optimization Study offers valuable data and answers
to important questions, such as:

Please take 15- 20 minutes to complete our CSO
Insights 2016 Sales Enablement Optimization Study.

What’s in it for you?
l What is the overall business impact sales
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

enablement can create?
What kinds of enablement services (training,
content, tools, coaching) really make a difference
in sales performance?
How can enablement help with social selling?
What’s the role of content in building customer
relationships?
Can technology improve KPIs? How well is
enablement technology integrated with other
SFA/CRM systems?
How does sales enablement manage crossfunctional collaboration?
Do more mature enablement frameworks and
processes impact sales performance?
How are frontline sales managers equipped to
drive adoption and reinforcement?

Here is the link to the survey

l We share study results with our participants first.

Those results can help you evolve your
enablement practice as well as sell your
enablement strategy internally.
l Upon completing the survey you will be able to
immediately download the CSO Insights' 2016
Sales Performance Key Trends Analysis, and
two research notes on strategic issues in
enablement, regarding content and training
challenges.
l In July 2016, you will receive the 2016 Sales
Enablement Optimization Study Key Trends
Report – the most important enablement research
report in the industry.

Max Cates

Three Big Don’ts for Hiring
the Right Sales Person
There’s some truth to the
old axiom about hiring
people: First-rate managers
hire first-rate people while
second-rate managers hire
third-rate people. There are hiring savants
among us who are adept at selecting firstrate sales people. But most of us are less
accomplished – having, for example, hired
the sure-thing sales star who flamed out
in six months.

r the rainmaker who jumped to the top of
the charts before you discovered an
integrity problem. Many times, it seems that
just when we think we’ve learned from our failures,
we keep getting surprised again and again.
Unfortunately, it seems the unpleasant surprises
outweigh the pleasant ones. In fact, a recent study
estimated that the turnover rate for entry level sales
people is a staggering 33% during the first year.
Obviously, the challenge is hiring the right person
for the job. That doesn’t mean hiring the best person
for the job who is available at the time. After all,
wouldn’t it be better to hire no one at all – to have

O
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your existing reps pick up the slack by handling more
accounts, for example, until the right rep comes
along – than to hire a mediocre sales person that
you’re stuck with? Think about it. Are you really
committed to hiring the right person or simply trying
to avoid hiring a failure? There’s a huge difference
between hiring right and hiring safe. Most of us have
been in the situation where your pool of candidates
just isn’t that strong so you hire the best available.
And, many times, that rep turns out to be an average
performer. The perplexing thing about hiring is not
selecting a bad rep – those are pretty easy to
identify and screen. The real struggle is to avoid
hiring the mediocre rep. Unfortunately, the laws of
probability are working in favor of you employing
average reps if you don’t have a game plan for hiring
the right people.
For sales managers who lack the knack for
consistently attracting top talent (which is the
majority of us) here are three Don’ts in the hiring
process:
1. Don’t trust your intuition. That’s rule number
one, no matter how experienced you are. Intuition is
a feeling. And sales people are genius at making you
feel good. Their job is to make you like them. Many
have a sixth sense for detecting what you’re looking
for and becoming that person for a few minutes,
long enough to get the job. It’s ironic, according to
research, that the ones who project the most
likability may be the weaker candidates. Hiring is a
science, not an art. The key is to quantify and verify.
After all, numbers don’t lie. Have the applicant
provide sales reports, income statements and other
documentation that provide a black and white
picture of sales performance over time. Verify
candidate’s claims the same way. For example, if a
candidate touts his prowess at generating new
business, ask for documentation to prove it. As in
the courtroom, you’re looking for evidence, not
hearsay. That’s important because, depending on
what study you read, between 30% to 44% of job
applicants misrepresent themselves. You can query,

12
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probe and assess till the cows come home, but the
only way to predict a candidate’s future success is to
view – through actual results – his or her present
results.
2. Don’t hire unknowns. Make that your goal – to
hire people you know. Even though it’s a goal you
may never attain, it will force you to focus on strong
networking – to create a pool of candidates ready
for your next hire. If you’re running a lot of hiring
ads, you are hiring unknowns. That means your
success rate is going to be lower than managers who
use networking skills to hire sales people with whom
they’re familiar. Strong recruiting increases the
quantity and quality of “best available reps” which, in
turn, decreases the chances of hiring mediocre reps.
The best time to recruit is well before you have a job
opening, therefore allowing you to avoid the rush of
hiring in a hurry. Make your recruiting proactive
rather than reactive. Doing so means you’ll have a
list of candidates well before you have a job
opening. Another advantage of proactive recruiting
is the opportunity to choose from candidates who
are happy with their current job as opposed to
dissatisfied, malcontented candidates who could
easily carry over their discontent into your group.
Recruitment is the prospecting phase of hiring,
identifying people who have the people and
organizational skills to help your sales efforts. This is
an organized, orderly and fulltime process involving
daily contacts and networking – both inperson and
on social media. And, don’t overlook your most
powerful recruiting ally – your sales reps who can
help identify sales talent (as well as helping onboard
them to success). Prospects are everywhere
including employees of hotels, retail stores,
restaurants, doctors’ offices, sales people who call
on you. The list goes on and on. It’s simply a process
of observing and engaging – when you see a person
with sales potential, take a few minutes to engage
them in casual conversation. If they have an interest
in a sales career, you might have a good candidate
for your next opening.

Max Cates

3. Don’t make the candidate too relaxed. Most of
us have spent years learning to get close to
customers, to develop a relaxed environment in
which customers can be themselves and feel
comfortable buying from you. These are invaluable
lifetime lessons which are good for all phases of life,
except perhaps in interviewing. Of course, we want
applicants to relax and be themselves; however, we
want to see them being themselves in a sales
situation. That is not a relaxing activity. It’s important
for you to set an amiable, friendly and respectful
tone to give the candidate a good first impression.
After all, you are selling yourself and your company
to candidates. But remember, they are here primarily
to sell you on themselves, and your job is to
interview them, not serve as their host. Instead of
starting the interview with a “presentation” about
the position and the company, begin by asking
candidates questions about themselves. This
technique will help you learn about candidates
before they have enough details about your job
opening to say what they think you want to hear.
Also, don’t tell the candidate the particular qualities
you’re looking for, to avoid “fake good” responses.
Give them no more than the basic information of the
job such as pay, hours, territory, travel and general
responsibilities. Then subtly probe for the skills you
need. Insure that everyone interviewing the
candidate follows the same line of interviewing. Be
sure not to talk about past successes and failures of
the sales team or specific team dynamics. This kind
of information helps the applicant shape their
answers, sometimes bending the truth to meet your
needs. As the interview proceeds, don’t hesitate to
include a few difficult moments to uncover possible
red flags. Inject a few subtle stressors in the
interview to see how the candidate reacts to difficult
questions or challenging statements. Try this one:
“Looking at your credentials, without having seen
you on the job, I’m not sure you’re right for this
position. Why do you think you are?” Putting them
on the spot may unearth defensiveness and other
red flags that indicate future problems. In addition,

ask them to sell you something – a pen, a paper clip,
a smart phone. Give them objections to overcome,
make it difficult. This will give you a feel for their
presentation style as well as their patience,
resilience and mental agility. One hiring executive, as
noted in a recent New York Times article, sets up a
breakfast interview with candidates, and gets there
early to instruct the waiter or waitress to make
errors in the order. The boss then can see how the
applicant reacts to unexpected and irritating
circumstances. Also, a subconscious temptation in
us with sales backgrounds is to try to make the
candidate like you. That’s not your job. Your
objective is to accurately assess their sales potential,
not their chemistry with you. In fact, some of your
best candidates may be ones who don’t establish a
quick rapport with you. Don’t be Mr. Nice Guy. Seek
the truth. You can do it in a friendly, supportive,
nonthreatening manner. Most candidates expect
some challenges in job interviews. The trick is to
handle it in a way that leaves enthusiasm and
respect for the position in the candidate’s mind.
It may help to develop your own personal hiring
mission statement that you share with your sales
team and with applicants. Here’s an example: “We
hire only the best sales reps (not the best available
reps) who are accountable, effective sales people. In
return, we offer a supporting and rewarding
environment in which our sales people experience
meaningful growth and development.” In other
words, it tells candidates that – if they meet your
high standards – you have their back and will help
them thrive. At the same time, it implies that this is
an elite sales team, that expectations are high and
that you hire only the best reps who can fit into your
n
highperforming sales team.

Max Cates is the author of Seven Steps to
Success for Sales Managers. Find out more here
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The Politics of Business Decision Making
The “Buyer” has never been
more popular than he or
she is today. To some the
buyer is fully informed,
socially astute, connected
to the always-on community and is some
arbitrary percentage through the mythical
buying process before connecting with
sales.
he buyer has become so knowledgeable that
maybe we should Hire the Buyer. I subscribe
to the notion of “buyer chaos”. I don’t think it’s
ever been harder to be part of a business decision
team than it is today.
Buying is not the same as Business Decision
Making. Buying is the relatively straightforward

T

process of evaluating options, capabilities and cost
by a business “buyer”. At the extreme this is the
consumer; influenced by advertising, experienced by
brand and conscious of cost. As consumers we make
decisions based on what we want, need and can
afford. It’s personal. I want the 4D TV and she wants
new carpeting, we can work this out.
Some argue that buyers no longer need a sales
person, which is true in simple, productoriented
transactions. As the digital customer experience
evolves, the improved the buying “process” will
continue to displace low revenue, transactional
selling.
Business decisions are made differently than
personal decisions. Business Decision Making (BDM)
is how a group of business people makes decisions
in their business context. In the world the business
“Decision Maker” he or she evaluates their decision
based on the value to the business and, more
importantly, the personal value to them.

Business Value and Personal Value
Business Value is what is discussed and debated
internally by the buying team. Features, functionality
and cost aligned to the business issue. Business
value is unique to every organization based on their
context. Business value gets pounded into the
market and pumped into the decision team by the
competing vendor productmarketing organizations.
Then it gets adapted to customer by each sales
team. Cost savings, return on investment, time to
performance and every other logical decision
comparative can be analyzed, conceptualized and
theorized within the context of the impact to the
business.
Smarter customers requires smarter sales people
to fill gaps in business knowledge that customer
can’t or don’t access for themselves. This usually
falls into customer specific areas of integration or
customization. It also creates the opportunity for the
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Joe Galvin

sales person to add business value through by
sharing research, data or expertise. The demand for
deeper, richer content is the accelerant for sales
force enablement and the driver for the explosion of
content marketing.
Personal value is the “what’s in it for me” filter
we all use when considering our business
perspective. Politics plays a critical role in every
business discussion and decision. Sales might be
pushing for the new sales enablement/LMS system
to support the role out of new messaging and
improve new hire time to productivity, but the IT
organization lacks resources and is consumed by
existing projects, finance is unsure about investing in
more sales technology without an equivalent
increase in quota while marketing wants additional
investment in marketing automation. Where you sit
at the table is going to have a huge influence on your
perspective.
Everyone, at one extreme or another applies
their filter of personal value to their perspective.
How will this impact my perception within the
organization or with my boss? Do I agree with my
boss or become the contrarian? How will this impact
my promoteability or will it potentially hurt those
prospects? Am I aligned with the right people? We
used to call it a CLM; “career limiting move”. Someone
would say or do something or a region would
struggle and it would have a negative impact on that
person’s career and their perception within the
organization – to the point in some cases they were
forced to leave.

Decision Intelligence
There is no amount of marketing automation, social
selling or predictive analytics that can identify the
intelligence of the customers decision process. The
business decision method, be that formal or flyby
night of how an adhoc group of business
professionals will make a business decision is as
much a factor of political power and influence  as
business impact.

We arm our sales team with the same research,
data, case studies, thought leadership, ROITCO
analysis that we make available to prospects and
customers (and competitors). It’s naive to think that
every buyer reads all that stuff and is fully informed
not just of your capabilities, but with all the
alternatives; especially when it’s a one time, strategic
decision.
Many sales teams are struggling to come to grips
with the higher bar of knowledge required by
customers today. Being able to add business value
to the dialogue is as much a function of what the
customer knows as to the sales person’s ability to
add it. Sales Force Enablement teams can create a
competitive knowledge advantage for their sales
people to win the business value discussion.
However, understanding the decision method,
political power structure and the human dynamics
behind the business decision can only be acquired
by sales professionals capable of building credibility
and developing trust with “the buyers” to ask the
decision intelligence questions. We learned early on
to ask the, “who else will be involved in the decision”
question.
If you break down what is unique about the high
performer, it’s not just their ability to intellectually
engage in a business value discussion, it’s their ability
to instinctively breakdown the business decision
method unique to each deal, the people behind it
and the winability of each opportunity. They know
what deals to drop, which buyers to influence and
what messages will win based on this group of
people. That can’t be automated and marketing can’t
do it. It requires a sales professional interacting with
customers.
As long as business decisions are made by groups
of people, there will need to be a sales professional
to win the business value discussion and solve for
n
the decision intelligence.

Joe Galvin  Independent Analyst of
B2B Sales. Find out more here
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How to Design
A Sales Coaching Framework
Imagine salespeople have
to learn a new skill, for
instance, how to apply
newly developed value
messages in different
customer interactions. In this case of
behavioral change, a training session can
only be the beginning of a longer journey.
asting behavior change requires ongoing
reinforcement. And this where coaching
comes into play. And frontline sales managers.

L

Coaching has to be formalized to be effective
At CSO Insights, we define coaching as a leadership
skill to develop each salesperson's full potential. To
be effective with coaching, worldclass performers
build on coaching frameworks. Our 2015 Sales
Management Optimization Study showed that a
discretionary or informal coaching process did not
have a significant impact on win rates, but a formal
coaching process did: by nine percent. Ambitious
sales leaders know immediately what a nine percent
better win rate would mean in their organization.
They also know that their frontline sales managers’
ability to coach is a critical element to sustainable
sales performance. And yes, they also know that a
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formal approach to coaching is the differentiating
element to become worldclass.

Sales Coaching Framework Defined
The CSO Insights Coaching Framework sits between
the customer’s journey and the sales professionals’
journey (sales process). It requires that the
customer’s journey has already been mapped to the
organization's sales process. For each gate on the
customer's side, there has to be an equivalent step
on the internal side. This mapping is a key
prerequisite to creating a coaching framework and
the related coaching assets such as coaching
guidelines, questionnaires for various buying
situations and coaching training sessions for sales
managers. Our coaching framework consists of four
coaching layers, each corresponding to a different
coaching area.
l Lead and Opportunity Coaching: The coach and

sales professional examine a lead or opportunity to
determine where it is along the customer’s journey
and to identify activities that will keep the deal
flowing through the funnel toward a successful
conclusion. The earlier the coaching begins, the
more valuable it is. In the awareness phase, sales
managers can help the sales professionals get better
at identifying and addressing opportunities, and they
can coach them to develop and execute winning

Tamara Schenk

deal strategies. Plus, they can spot areas where the
sales team needs to stop investing time and effort in
deals that cannot be won or will require more
resources than they are worth.
l Funnel or Pipeline Coaching focuses on the

structure of a salesperson’s or the sales team’s
funnel, identifying the most valuable deals that can
be won and helping to manage risks and allocate
resources accordingly. Funnel coaching also helps
the salesperson understand how the shape of their
funnel translates into quota attainment and
determine how best to improve their funnel
performance. During funnel coaching, the sales
managers must assess the types of opportunities in
the funnel, e.g., many small opportunities or fewer
large volume deals, as well as the assumed close
dates, stages, and risks of each opportunity. Most
importantly, the coach must weigh the value of the
opportunities against their probability of being won.
Clearly, this coaching area builds on opportunity
coaching and can only be successful if there is clarity
at the opportunity level.
l Coaching on Skills and Behaviors: In today's
complex selling environments, customer behaviors
are constantly changing. As a result, salespeople
often have to make significant changes to their
selling skills and behaviors. For example, the
transactional, productoriented approach no longer
works in many selling scenarios, and sales
professionals must adopt a valuebased approach
that focuses on the customers’ business outcomes.
This is an area where sales managers should work
closely with the enablement teams. Creating value
for prospects and customers requires tailored value
messages that are tied to the customer’s journey
phase, buyer roles and their business challenges and
goals. Enablement's job is to provide these value
messages and the related training, but sales
managers must also coach to reinforce what has
been taught to ensure adoption. This requires
coaching on leads and opportunity and coaching on

improving the sales professional's messaging skills.
l Account Coaching is often overlooked, but it is

equally important if an account strategy is in place.
It’s mainly about coaching on identifying new
business opportunities within the account (lead
identification) and mapping the account strategy to
the current achievements within an account (also
from a customer’s perspective) and making
adjustments or changes to strategy, focus area,
relationship development, etc. The frequency of
account coaching sessions depends on an
organization’s rhythm of the business.
l Territory Coaching is even more overlooked, but

equally important in the case of a territory strategy.
It’s more than saying “work your territory.” Instead,
territory coaching is all about focus: focus on the
right targets and customers, and on the most
relevant buyer roles. Also, in territory coaching, lead
identification plays a key role. As soon as leads are
qualified, they are coached by the general lead and
opportunity coaching process as mentioned above.

Going forward
As soon as such a coaching framework is defined,
the missing coaching assets for both content
(coaching guidelines, coaching questions, coaching
learning content, etc.,) and training (that make up a
strategic frontline sales managers development
program) have to be created. In an ideal world, sales
leaders understand the business impact of their
frontline sales managers. And that’s why they invest
not only in their sales managers’ capabilities but also
in a scalable platform for performance and
productivity that includes a coaching framework as a
n
critical component.

Tamara Schenk is a Research Director with
CSO Insights, A Division of MHI Global.
Find out more here
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This Email Proves How Poorly
the Bottom 74% of Salespeople Perform
I've written more than 1,400 articles for Understanding the Sales Force and
every one of them has been my observation of salespeople, sales managers
and sales teams. The observations come from sales force evaluations, sales
candidate assessments, sales recruiting projects, sales training and coaching
initiatives, and sales leadership training. After 10 years and 1,400 articles
and to avoid boredom, we will change things up a bit for this article.
en is one of my longtime readers, a former
client, and last week he sent this note
expressing his frustrations as a buyer of
services. I'll add my comments and conclusions at
the end of his note.
I just wanted to let you know that your sales
training program has ruined me as a buyer. The
ineptitude of almost every sales team I have
encountered recently is chilling, especially since you

K
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have shown me that they can do so much better. I
have come to wonder if it would be costeffective
for buyers to provide sales training to their
prospective vendors to save us time, effort and
aggravation in our purchasing process. Salespeople
chasing prospects??? I can’t tell you how much time I
spend chasing vendors.
I started a new career in Information Security
about 6 years ago and am now Chief Information

Dave Kurlan

Security Officer for a fast growing SaaS startup in
the expense reporting and expense management
space. In my role, I need to purchase compliance
services, auditing tools, training products, etc.
Here is the scenario that prompted this email:
A few weeks ago, I got a blast email to participate
in a Webinar for a new auditing tool which was
being offered by a wellknown information security
vendor. I attended the Webinar but no salesperson
followed up. I went to the company website and
filled out the ‘request evaluation’ form. No
salesperson followed up. I sent an email to
sales@company.com requesting a conversation.
About 5 days later I got an email and a voicemail:
‘Would you like to set up a conversation?’ I
responded to the email, ‘ I am available tomorrow
morning from 10 a.m. to noon.’ The voicemail asked
ME to call the rep. There has been no successive
follow up. I then reached out to some consultants I
know in the industry asking for intros. One gave me

a name but no introduction. Finally, my auditor set
up a call for today.
The call started out promising, (i.e., I didn’t have
to sit through 50 NASCAR slides telling me how
great the company was and all the other companies
they have done business with.) The rep asked me
what I hoped to learn. After I told them, he handed
the call off to his Sales Engineer for the ‘demo.’
Unfortunately, the SE had no capacity to show me
or discuss with me the auditing tool that I was
interested in. After 2 minutes the rep broke in and
suggested we reschedule for another time. We’ll
see if I hear back.
This is probably the worst example of about a
half dozen similar ones where I have a need, I would
like to buy something, and I end up doing all of the
work.
Very frustrating.
Anyway thanks for allowing me to vent.
You're probably thinking, well, that's not what
would happen if I was the salesperson or sales
manager or sales VP or CEO. Believe it or not, this is
fairly common! These are the very same companies
that believe they have effective sales processes in
place, that their 10% win rates are acceptable, and
that they need to get people interested by
conducting demos. These are the companies that
don't think they need help, have everything under
control, have ineffective sales selection and even
more ineffective sales management.
If the sales managers were decent, the very first
time they debriefed a salesperson, listened to a call,
observed a meeting, or discussed an upcoming call,
they would have been able to identify ineffective
followup, ineffective qualifying, ineffective listening
and questioning, etc.
It's most likely that the sales managers are former
salespeople who, like those they manage, specialized
in conducting demos, creating proposals, and finding
n
the 10% that will stick.

Dave Kurlan is the Founder & CEO of
Objective Management Group Inc. Visit here
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You Can’t Cut And Paste
Your Way To Sales Success
Technology has made
creating proposal
documents quicker and
easier, but has it made for
better proposals?
fear it has not in many cases. Let me describe the
problem as I see it and offer some solutions.

I

specifically written to meet your customers needs.
Worse still it might have formatting errors, out of
date prices, old terms and conditions or even
another customers name in the text somewhere if it
hasn’t been very carefully checked.
Reading some of these documents is like hearing
one of those call centre agents on the phone just
trotting out the sentences they have been taught to
say to everyone.

You’re not even talking in the Sales Persons
voice

You are not talking the customers language
There are some horror stories about the misuse of
cut and paste in documents. Apparently JP Morgan
lost $6.2 million in 2012 at least in part because of
careless cutting and pasting in Excel documents and
there are cases of contracts, legal documents and
even patient records where cut and paste has led to
medical disasters. But what I want to talk about is
the proposal document that makes the prospect feel
that they are reading something prepared for any
customer but not for them.
If you copy from a proposal that was written for
another customer, or even use generic descriptions
of your solution, it won’t sound like a proposal
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If proposal writing is not done by Sales People
themselves, it won’t read as though it was written by
them. And because the Sales Person has developed
a relationship with the prospect it will sound false
and insincere. Personally I think I can spot every bit
of copy that has been taken from another document
and I’m sure I am not the only person who can.
The problem becomes worse when it comes to a
presentation. If you have written every word of the
proposal presentation you know it inside out and
you believe in it. If it’s been cut and pasted from
another document you won’t be as passionate about
it. Worse still you might not even understand it
properly.

Phil Kreindler

Don’t forget that at the moment the customer
reads it – that document is your brand. It’s not about
the logo or the typeface, the reality of a brand is that
it is made up of the the thoughts and feelings people
come away with after an interaction with you. That
is the reality of your brand. If they think – copy and
paste, incoherent and not on my wavelength – that’s
your brand.

Why do people cut and paste?
I am not against the technology I am worried about
careless use and over use of rehashed text. I
understand that everyone wants to save time, but
the time spent on a document full of copy and paste
is actually wasted time.
Then there are organisations who want to ensure
a minimum standard of writing so they provide
generic templates for everyone to use. Or they have
people whose job is just to write proposal
documents. Either way, I believe the advantages of
maintaining a minimum standard of writing are
outweighed by the loss of customerspecific
language and thinking. The only person who
understands how the customer thinks and talks
about their needs is the Sales Person.

Shortterm fix. Longterm problem
Perhaps the biggest problem that results from taking
proposal writing away from Sales People or allowing
them to cut and paste chunks from other proposals
is that they becoming deskilled. Far too many Sales
People cannot write well or have got out of the habit
of writing. You only get better at writing with
practice.

Ways to use cut and paste well
I don’t say you should never use cut and paste, just
take care. All your documents should be tailored to
each customer and each opportunity with that
customer. With that in mind, you can do the following:

l Project Planning. Proposals are becoming longer
and more complex requiring content from more and
more people. Make sure you task people to supply
their content in good time so you have time to edit
and check it.
l Opportunity Roadmap. Use an Opportunity
Roadmap and a Deal OnePager to brief everyone
involved in writing a proposal and to get them
singing from the same hymn sheet.
l Templates. You can have templates for some
standard copy, like a Health and Safety policy for
instance. These should be stored in a database that
someone is tasked to keep up to date. Don’t copy
and paste from an old document as the policy may
have changed.
l Formatting. Nothing flags up that a document

has been thrown together without much care than
inconsistent formatting. If you use Windows copying
text into Notepad and out again removes all
formatting and Apple has formatting tools.
l Checking. Leave time for checking. Use ‘one
thing at a time’ checking where you read through
once for spelling for instance then another time for
sense. If you can get another person to check your
document that can help.

Ask yourself:
l How do you make sure your presentation
documents are written in the customers’
language?
l Do you check every document thoroughly?
l Are you proud of the documents you send out?
l Do customers say that the content of your
n
documents is relevant?

Phil Kreindler is the CEO and Founder of
Infoteam. Find out more by visiting here
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The 7 Steps
to Sales Force Transformation

In most companies, everyone expects
growth—investors, executives, leaders,
customers, and employees.
he growth ‘engine’ of any business is its sales
organization. Therefore, the upside of a
successful sales force transformation can be
significant, including:

T
l
l
l
l
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increased revenue
reduced cost of sales
increased lead conversion rates
improved sales and share of wallet with existing
highpotential customers
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But the downside can be daunting. According to a
McKinsey study, 75 percent of companies that
attempted to transform to a solutions selling
approach failed to produce a return. While the
potential rewards are significant, the road to success
is paved with failures.
Welcome to the transformation dilemma.

What is a Sales Transformation?
In our recent book, 7 Steps to Sales Force
Transformation, we define a sales force
transformation as one that fundamentally changes
the way a sales force sells. Typically, these sales
transformations take longer than a year and must
involve other functional areas  sales cannot succeed
as an ‘island’ in the organization. Transforming a sales
organization requires new value propositions; new
case studies and collateral from marketing; new
competencies; skill development; new recruiting
profiles from HR; and alignment with operations to
refine products and services. A sales transformation

Warren Shiver and Michael Perla

is not merely a tweak, such as changing your sales
training curriculum or implementing a new proposal
generation application, it’s more like a “rewiring” of
the company “house”.

What are the Key Steps?
From our research and experience we’ve outlined
seven key steps in sales force transformation. The
steps build on each other and the majority of them
focus on building the foundation and support to
enable the best chance of success. They are:
1. Drivers: Determine the forces, events, and
circumstances that can compel the need for a sales
transformation.
2. Vision: Define a picture of the desired future
tailored to the unique needs and specific goals of the
organization.
3. Case: Build a case for change, which can also be
called “treating your sales transformation like an
internal sale.”
4. Support: Enlist support from other functional
areas within the organization, such as marketing, HR,
finance, and operations, as well as external support
from partners and customers
5. Roadmap: Design an approach that includes sales
strategy and structure, sales processes and tools,
enablement and people, and metrics and
management—all keys to a successful sales
transformation initiative.
6. Implement: Launch your initiative, whether as a
comprehensive program or as a pilot, depending on
factors such as budget, time, the size of your
organization, and the degree of executive buyin.
7. Sustain: Make the change “stick” through
leadership, sales team training, communications,

management tools, hiring, new hire onboarding, and
beyond. After all, you can’t expect the results to
sustain themselves.

What are the Key ‘Transformational’ Levers to
Pull?
So, what does it take to implement these seven steps
successfully? In other words, what levers can you pull
to boost your chances of achieving sales force
transformation?
We’ve identified six levers that not only help to
amplify and sustain change within a sales
organization but that can be applied to almost any
organizational change. In every successful
transformation we know of, the leaders pulled most
(if not all) of these key levers:
1. Perspective: understand why change is
happening and gain perspective from both inside the
company and from the “voice of the customer”.
Diagnose what’s working and not working directly
from the sources “on the ground”.
2. Alignment: as stated above, sales can’t be an
“island” and successfully transform. There should be
both vertical and horizontal alignment across the
business – from executives on down and across
functions.
3. Leadership: a successful transformation needs
sustained, committed and authentic leadership  from
the Chief Sales Officer to the firstline sales manager
4. Sequence: in getting ready for a transformation,
you need to first determine “the what” (strategy),
then “the how” (execution), and then “the who”
(talent). In order to recruit, select, and hire the right
talent, you first need to know what the overall
strategy is and what they will be doing – what
knowledge, skills and abilities will be needed to
support the gotomarket strategy and/or buyer
aligned sales process
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5. Measurement: in our survey of over one hundred
sales leaders, the best predictor of a successful
transformation was whether or not the company
measured progress. Both process and result metrics
are essential for communicating progress and helping
to build momentum for the effort.
7. Communication: the key is “early and often” when
it comes to communications. The messages should
also be authentic and transparent and be
communicated in such a way that they incorporate
the different learning and thinking styles of the
targets (e.g., data driven, story oriented, emotionally
focused, etc.).

What Do I Do Monday Morning?
First, look at the transformational levers and gauge
your readiness for a sales transformation. Review the
steps and begin to articulate the potential drivers and

vision. Lastly, determine if you just need a tweak or if
you really need to transform.
By tweak, we mean an incremental change, which
could be a sales training course or a new software
application. Ask yourself, what’s the gap between
where you are today and your desired state? If the
gap is large, you usually need more of a fundamental
shift in how you sell. Although transformation is
often an overused word, it does indicate the type,
scope and scale of the dramatic change that is
necessary to really impact the organization, as
n
opposed to a more runofthemill change.

Warren Shiver is the Founder and Managing
Partner of Symmetrics Group and Michael
Perla is a Principal with Symmetrics Group.
Download their Sales Transformation
Roadmap here

Jason Jordan

Cracking the Sales Management Code Part 3 of 4
Sales Objectives and How to Achieve Them
In previous installments (see part 1 and part 2), we shared research findings
that revealed there are three types of sales force metrics – measures of
Sales Activities, Sales Objectives, and Business Results.
e also identified five discrete sales
processes
–
Call
Management,
Opportunity Management, Account
Management, Territory Management, and Sales
Force Enablement. Now we will explore Sales
Objectives and their links to Sales Activities.

W

The Things We Want
Every sales force has certain outcomes that it is
trying to achieve, like acquiring customers, cross
selling products, or improving salesperson skills.
These are the things that the organization wants and
the sales force is specifically tasked to deliver. In our
research, we categorized these outcomes and their

associated metrics as ‘Sales Objectives.’
Recall that the Sales Objectives are goals toward
which selling effort is directed. And since they are
the outcomes of Sales Activities, we cannot manage
Sales Objectives with the same degree of control as
the Activities themselves. Therefore, we can only
achieve the Objectives we desire indirectly by
managing our sales force’s Activities.
For example, a Sales Objective might be to
increase your number of new accounts, which could
be achieved by putting greater effort into cold
calling or by visiting more prospects. You cannot
direct a salesperson to have more new accounts,
because prospects have to agree to become your
customers. But you can set an Objective and then
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manage the upstream activities. In fact, you should.
Again, managing Sales Activities leads to achieving
Sales Objectives.

The Four Flavors
Just as we used our collection of Sales Activity
metrics to isolate distinct processes, we also used
our Sales Objective metrics to discern four
categories into which all of the measures fell. It is
important to understand the nature of the
Objectives your team is pursuing, because it helps
you then understand how to achieve them.
The first Sales Objective we called Market
Coverage. These metrics tell you how thoroughly
and accurately your sales force is addressing your
target market, and they are used to ensure that
there is enough total selling effort to cover all of
your desired customers and prospects.
Sample Market Coverage metrics include:
l Percentage of CustomerFacing Time
l Sales Rep Turnover
l Percentage of Prospects Contacted
Sales Force Capability metrics tell you how
effectively your selling effort is being applied. That
is, if your salespeople have six hours each day to
spend with prospects and customers, how
successful are they in advancing opportunities,
winning deals, or accomplishing other desired
outcomes of their customer interactions?
(Note that a salesperson’s capability is not the
same as their skill. Capability includes the skill of the
salesperson, no doubt, but it is also a reflection of
selling tools, motivation, and other components that
affect the effectiveness of a salesperson.)
Sample Sales Force Capability metrics include:
l Percentage of Calls Advanced
l Percentage of Deals Won
l Number of Sales per Call
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Product Focus metrics report whether a sales force
is selling the products and services that you deem
optimal to your company. These could be products
with higher profitability or products with some
strategic value, such as a new line of products.
Sample Product Focus metrics include:
l Ratio of New vs. Existing Products
l Percentage of CrossSelling
l Average Deal Size
Customer Focus metrics reveal whether the sales
force is attracting, retaining, and growing the
company’s targeted customers. These could be
customers that are either more profitable or
customers that are somehow strategically important,
like those in a new market or geography.
Sample Customer Focus metrics include:
l Ratio of New vs. Existing Customers
l Rate of Customer Retention
l Revenue by Customer Type
In sum, these four types of Sales Objectives provide
guidance to your sales force about which things are
important and what they should be trying to
accomplish in the field. You can consider them
guideposts or beacons to steer your sales force
toward success. However, simply communicating
objectives or even aligning them with incentives will
not create the desired outcomes. To confidently
achieve your Objectives, you must embed them in
the daytoday activities of your salespeople.

Achieving Sales Objectives
Recall that one of our first observations about Sales
Objectives was that they cannot be directly
managed – they can only be influenced by directing
specific Sales Activities. Shortly after we identified
the Objectives, we began to look for some way to
relate them back to the Activities in a systematic
fashion.

Jason Jordan

We found that Activities do have direct causal
relationships with Objectives. More specifically,
certain Sales Activities influence certain Sales
Objectives. This means that if you set a new Sales
Objective, you should know exactly what to do to
achieve it… You track backward to the Activities that
have an impact on that Objective, and then you
manage those Activities proactively.
Suppose that you set an Objective for the year to
improve your Customer Retention Rate. You are
trying to affect a Customer Focus metric, and there
are many Activities that can influence such an
outcome. First, you could alter your compensation
and coaching to shift the focus of your reps toward
servicing existing customers. Or you could allocate
more visits to those customers and put an account
management process in place to help your
salespeople become more intimate with key
customer issues. Of course, you would be managing
and measuring these Activities all along to ensure
proper execution of the tasks.
Or, suppose that you set an Objective to improve
your Close Rate. If your salespeople are in charge of
the proposal generation and presentation activities,
then this would be a Salesperson Capability metric.
There are many Sales Activities that could
potentially affect this Objective. First, you could
provide proposal templates or train your salespeople
on how to craft a winning document. Or you might
decide to have each proposal reviewed by all
internal stakeholders prior to submission. Or
perhaps you would make sure that a manager is
involved in the planning of any meeting where a
proposal is presented. Again, measuring and
managing these Activities all the while.
Of course, management’s judgment must be used
in all cases to identify the best course of action to
influence a given Objective. But the Activity
Objective relationships demonstrated here are
useful departure points for good managerial
decisionmaking. And good coaching. And generally,
good selling.

Implications for Sales Leaders
By establishing a causal link between Sales Activities
and Sales Objectives, we gained insight into what we
think has been the missing link in sales performance
management: the ability to set specific Sales
Objectives and then manage daytoday Activities to
predictably achieve those outcomes. Rather than just
asking for the outcomes we want, we can actually
inform our sales force on how to accomplish them.
As a sales leader, you must first make certain that
you have the right sales processes in place for each
of your selling roles. Then you can set clear Sales
Objectives and make sure that your salespeople’s
Activities are aligned to achieve these outcomes.
With clear Objectives and formal Activities, you
have the means to set a new strategic direction and
ensure consistent execution in the field.
It is also a clever idea to maintain a good mix of
the Sales Objectives that you track. Market
Coverage metrics give you confidence that you have
enough sales effort to accomplish your goals. Sales
Force Capability metrics give you confidence that
your salespeople are using that effort effectively.
And Product Focus and Customer Focus metrics
give you confidence that they are selling the right
things to the right people. All of these are things a
sales leader needs to know, if you want your team to
perform consistently at the highest possible level.
In the next installment of this series, we will
reveal the different types of Business Results we
found in our research and show how you can
convert those Business Results into Sales Objectives
that will drive your salespeople’s daytoday
n
Activities.

Register to download the first 2 chapters of
Cracking the Sales Management Code here
In previous installments (see part 1 and part
2), we shared research findings that revealed
there are three types of sales force metrics –
measures of Sales Activities, Sales Objectives,
and Business Results.
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Make Your Sales Force
a Competitive Weapon
With less opportunities to engage with prospects, and engagement taking
place later in the sales cycle, your sales force needs to become a
competitive weapon. As their sales leader, you need to do all you can to help
them.
n a changed B2B sales model, how can you
ensure that reps are efficient and effective at all
stages of the sales cycle and have what they need
to accelerate and optimize processes?
Below are 3 ways to make your team stand out
from the rest of the sales pack:

I

#1. Become ‘consultants’ not ‘order takers’
Last year, Forrester made a bold statement, saying
that 1 million sales jobs would disappear by 2020.
This statement has been misconstrued multiple
times. In the right context, Forrester’s report, Death
of a (B2B) Salesman, actually projects 10% growth for
one particular sales archetype – ‘the consultant,’
while projecting decline of other archetypes, most
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notably the ‘order taker.’
According to Forrester, consultants are the most
adept at “understanding customer needs, explaining
products and services, and helping clients bring
internal stakeholders and budget together to make
purchases.”
Imagine this at a restaurant that you frequent
regularly. The ‘order taker’ does simply that – writes
down what you say. The consultant, on the other
hand, having insight into your preferences, likes and
dislikes, offers you an informed recommendation
based on your tastes.
To be a consultant requires more insight and
thought. Consultants take the extra time to
understand more about their prospects – so they can
deliver more value. They look at prospects’ LinkedIn

Suresh Balasubramanian

automation system and work where your reps work.
As you add new tools to your stack, be sure that
tools easily integrate. It costs more to manage and
maintain multiple point tools. If you’re adding point
tools that only have the capability to focus on one or
two problems, you’ll end up drowning in sales tools.
Enterprises need an open ecosystem that can
support both today’s and tomorrow’s sales tools. For
the greatest return on investment, you need
extensibility.
Likewise, technologies need to span across
multiple stages of your sales cycle. If there are gaps
in visibility across different stages, your team can
miss or lose sales opportunities.

#3. Capture ‘micromoments’ with buyers

In profiles, and they use engagement analytics to
learn about their interests and interest level.
Sales leaders must empower their reps to be
consultants. This requires coaching, as well as
technology. Coaching is the #1 activity that
improves rep performance, while technology
delivers the buyer insights needed to better serve
customers.

#2. Use technology that enhances – not
replaces
Your team needs technology that helps them
enhance their selling capabilities, but technology
isn’t a replacement for sales. Sales still remains very
much an art – with the addition of a little science.
This is one of the reasons why marketing
automation doesn’t work for sales teams. With a
process controlled by marketing, there is no real
selling going on. Sales needs the control to manage
its own prospecting process and the ability to
personalize its outreach to be most effective.
Further, any technology that you give your team
must work seamlessly together. It should integrate
seamlessly with Salesforce and your marketing

In her research of 2016 sales trends, Telesmart
founder Josiane Feigon says capturing ‘micro
moments’ of buyers’ time will strengthen the
customer relationship. For your sales force to be a
competitive weapon, it needs to use micromoments
to gain mindshare with customers – using automation
to connect in frequent and meaningful ways.
We’re being bombarded with content. Sales
engagement must be kept short and to the point –
and deliver value – to capture buyers’ interests.
Automated email and call scheduling is a great
vehicle to deliver these micromoments.
Think of the emails you save in your inbox. They
typically have something you are or might be
interested in for the future. When the opportunity
arises, these filed emails are the first ones we turn
to.
Companies that use their sales force as a
competitive weapon use technology to help reps
deliver more value. They use automation to build
and strengthen customer relationships. They use
analytics to better understand the needs of buyers.
n
They don’t work harder – they work smarter.

Suresh Balasubramanian is CEO for
LiveHive, Inc. Find out more here
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Lifelong learning –
What sales professionals need to know?
WITH so much written
about robotics, automation
and digital disruption, do
you ever feel afraid of being
left out because you’re
afraid of being left behind?
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s we continue to witness rapid advances in
Artificial Intelligence and automation, the real
challenge of how we, as individuals, can add
more value is a pressing matter in the world of
technology sales.
As sales professionals, complacency and relying
on the status quo is creating a very real fear of being
left behind in our careers by our competitors, our
industry and even in our own company.
As a recruitment professional assisting some of
the largest technology companies across Australia, it
has become my core job to uncover the sales people
of the future.
I am seeing a stronger focus for finding people

A

Michelle Cheong

who actively embrace the constant change that
comes with rapid disruption, while keeping a focus
on the important human elements that makes sales
people successful.
It would be easy to think that because sales
requires the creative and social interaction, that has
yet to be matched by machines, we are safe.
While able to beat a master in the ancient
Chinese game of Go, IBM’s super computer,
Watson, still hasn’t reached the point of establishing
rapport and building relationships, engagement,
connectivity and trusted advisory that people rely on
to make purchasing decisions.
While this may be true now, the reality is that we
may be approaching crunch time. And soon.
In January this year, the Harvard Business
Review published an article on how to prevent
becoming obsolete. This article should be
compulsory reading not just for every sales
professional, but for every worker who is concerned
about how they can adapt their thinking to remain
relevant in this fast changing environment.
A recent survey by Oxford Economics found
employees’ top concern is that their position might
change or become obsolete. Half believe their
current skills won’t be needed in three years. The
fear has spread beyond those on the frontline, as a
study by Adobe found that 40 per cent of
executives feel the need to reinvent themselves.
What’s more, only 14 per cent felt they knew how.
Gartner predicts that onethird of jobs will be
replaced by software, robots, and smart machines by
2025.
Yes, these statistics are a generalisation across
the broader workforce, but to say it won’t affect
sales professionals is naïve.
So how do we respond and what do sales
professionals need to know?
In times of transformative change, it is not just
our skills, tools, and practices that become obsolete.
More fundamentally, our mental models become
outdated, rendering them ineffective, misleading, or
outright dangerous.

Mental models are the (largely unconscious) ways
we make sense of the world around us. These
models are like mental habits. And habits don’t
change overnight. Change requires both learning
and unlearning. The process is less like a teenager
learning to drive, and more like a tourist in London
trying to drive on the opposite side of the road.
Fortunately, we are not destined to become
extinct in the workplace. It is not us as individuals
who may become obsolete; it is our mental models.
Our whole approach to learning and
development needs to change at a fundamental
level. And how do we set about doing this?
They say we should create two savings accounts
for the future. One account will be our traditional
retirement savings account and most people have
this under way.
The other account, almost no one has, it is our
reinvention account. The money we put aside each
pay check to ensure that we have sufficient funds to
pay for our own training and development.
We might also need to ensure that this account is
deep enough to provide for a year or two of living
expenses to cover the eventuality that we need to
take some time out to study full time.
As someone who speaks every day to sales
professionals looking for the secret to succeeding in
the future, this to me is the obvious first step.
To stay doing what you have been doing for the
past decade and expect to continue doing so is not
smart or sustainable.
What is smart is planning for the future and the
first step is developing a learning fund that supports
your constant thirst for adapting and learning new
mental models.
By undertaking this first step, you will be on your
way to not only surviving the future world of work,
n
but thriving.

Michelle Cheong is a consultant for
Davidson Technology. Find out more here
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EUROPE’S LEADING SALES EVENT

WEDNESDAY

Sales Innovation Expo 2016 is back, bigger and better than ever! This
year’s show is the place to be for professional sales leaders worldwide.
Some of the bestknown names have been flown in to run seminars,
Europe’s leading suppliers will be there to offer advice and brand new
this year, you will have access to the colocated B2B Marketing Expo.

Deb Calvert

Tamara Schenk

Transcending the Transaction:
Are You Enabling or Disabling
Customer Connections?

How To SetUp “CustomerCore”
Enablement Strategies To Drive
Outstanding Performance

Joanne Black
Stop Cold Calling: Get the
OneCall Referral Meeting

Barb Giamanco

Russell Acton
Disappearing World  A practical
‘survival guide'' for a modern day
Enterprise Sales Person

Tiffani Bova

Social Selling to the CSuite

The Future of Sales is Customer
Driven

Bernadette McClelland

Rick Baker

Conscious Selling And The Art of
Commercial Conversations

Building Efficacy Amidst the Rising
tide of Efficiency

Colleen Francis
Nonstop Sales Boom: Putting
an End to BoomandBust
Sales Cycles

Christian Maurer
The terms B2B and B2C have
become obsolete, haven`t they?

THURSDAY

TOP SALES WORLD VILLAGE
Cian McLoughlin
Rebirth of the Sales Industry

Stephen Jones
How to reliably predict sales
performance

Dr Tony Alessandra
Jonathan Farrington
& Etien D’Hollander
Mobile Sales …
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow

How to Read a Customer Like a
Book

Jason Jordan
Sales Management and CRM:
A Match Made in Heaven or Hell?

Jim Cathcart
Increase Your Success Velocity™

Tony Hughes
The Great Sales Disruption And
What To Do About It

George Brontén
Can checklists save the sales
profession?

Erik Peterson
Good Intentions, Wrong Instincts:
A Counterintuitive Approach to
Message Differentiation

To register for your free ticket and to find out more information,
please visit here
To find out more about Top Sales World Village please visit here.
For sponsorship opportunities, please email: jf@topsalesworld.com

Do Your Salespeople
Know What Training They Need?
It’s not uncommon for
companies to plan their
sales training programs
based on what salespeople
say their biggest needs are.
But at a time when so much rides on your
reps’ ability to articulate value throughout
the sales cycle, you have to wonder: How
reliable is that approach?
ot very, according to a Corporate Visions
selfassessment survey.

N

Behavioral economists sometimes refer to the
concept of “declared preferences” (what people say
or feel) versus “revealed” preferences (what people
actually do). They often mention the idea when
explaining the discrepancies between opinion polls
and actual behaviors. There seems to be a similar
discrepancy between where reps say they’re
struggling most in their customer conversations, and
what behavioral outcome data actually reveals about
their challenges.
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Last year, when three Corporate Visions subject
matter experts and I published our latest book, The
Three Value Conversations, we launched a parallel
selfassessment tool, with questions aligned to the
key skills and concepts highlighted in it. Specifically,
the assessment was designed to measure reps’
proficiency in three critical areas: creating value
(differentiation skills), elevating value (executive
conversation skills), and capturing value (negotiation
skills). Since that time, nearly 300 sales professionals
have taken the assessment.
For each skills area, we asked reps which skill
(from a list of six) they believed to be their biggest
selling challenge. Then, we compared what they
thought their biggest challenge was against what the
behavioral outcome survey indicated. In each value
scenario, there was a discrepancy, as the challenges
reps believed was their biggest selling hurdle didn’t
correspond to the ones indicated by their answers to
the survey questions.
Create Value (Objective: Defeat the status quo and
differentiate your solutions)
l Participants

declared:

Illustrating

a

sharp

Tim Riesterer

contrast between a customer’s current state and a
desired future state was their top challenge.

expand deal size during tense negotiations)
l Participants declared: Getting customers to

l But the data revealed: Creating and confirming

urgency by stirring emotions is their actual top
challenge.
Elevate Value (Objective: Make a business case that
frees up budget and passes muster with executive
buyers)
l Participants declared: Winning access to
executive buyers rather than being delegated down
was their top challenge.
l But the data revealed: Identifying specific

financial metrics that their solution will impact is
their actual top challenge.
l Capture Value (Objective: Protect pricing and

reveal underlying
challenge.

motivations

was

their

top

l But the data revealed: Gaining agreements to
mutually beneficial terms in response to your
concession plan is their actual top challenge.

These results hint at something worth remembering
the next time you plan your sales training:
Perceptions are not reality. In other words, what
your reps say anecdotally about their greatest selling
challenges could be preventing you from identifying
and addressing even bigger skills in your customer
n
conversations.

Tim Riesterer is chief strategy and marketing
officer, Corporate Visions. Find out more here

2016 Top 50 Sales & Marketing Blogs
Every year, we take a close look at all of the Blogs that we aggregate every day in our
Top Sales Blogs section and we choose our favorite 50. The criteria we use is:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Quality of the written word, including use of grammar, punctuation and originality
Ability to educate or entertain – specifically, giving something back rather than “pitching” continually
Popularity – i.e. visitor numbers
Social media exposure – Tweets, LinkedIn/Facebook/Google+ promotion
Blog design – cosmetic appearance
Finally, regularity of posts.

We hope you enjoy our selection.

2016 Top Sales
Academy
The 2016 Top Sales Academy program has
now launched and will run through until May
4th. As in previous years, we will be
providing exceptional pre-recorded
presentations delivered by some of the
world’s top sales experts, to help you
become the best you can possibly be.
Please Register HERE
Here is the 2016 Faculty and program in detail …..

3 Pipeline Management Strategies Proven
to Grow Revenue
Presented by Jason Jordan
Sales Meets Social Media: Implementing a
Social Selling Strategy
Presented by Barb Giamanco
Sales Force Enablement: Key Trends
Presented by Tamara Schenk
What sellers can learn from the book
‘Our Iceberg is Melting’
Presented by Christian Maurer
How to Sell “Value”
Dave Kurlan
Financial Sales Execution
Presented by Michael Nick

The Battle for Mindshare and Preference:
How Today’s Top Performers Win in a
Customer-Driven World
Presented by Dave Stein & Steve Andersen
Lead the Customer Experience for
Differentiation, Value Creation and Sales
Acceleration
Presented by Deb Calvert
Being a High Performing Sales
Organization Requires a Hard Reset on
Conventional
Presented by Tiffani Bova
Effective Training and Coaching Skills For
Sales Managers – How to elevate your
sales team from good to great
Presented by Colleen Stanley

Top Partner of the Month
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Top Sales Article & Blog Post

This Month’s Top Sales Article
How to Be a Company You Would Want to
Sell For by Greg Alexander

W

hy is it that some companies are magnets for
the world’s best talent? Sure, having a great
product is a good start – but there’s more to it than
that. And that “it” factor is something CEOs and
sales leaders desire more than anything to achieve
because they know it means good things for the
bottom line – very good things.
So how do you get top talent that will boost your
revenues to invest in you? At SBI, we analyzed our
database of 11K+ companies to identify the top ten
companies to sell for in 2016 based on input from
customers, sales teams, corporate executives and
market research.
Let’s look at Broadridge, our number one
performer, for insights on how it made the list and

how your company can too.
It’s Not All About the Perks
When you see Broadridge is number one on SBI’s
ranking of the ten best companies to sell for in 2016,
you may figure the reason has to do with the
excellent working conditions they provide, such as
good
territories,
fair
quotas,
competitive
compensation plans and exciting sales contests. But
that’s not why. The truth is, the most soughtafter
sales talent does not generally sign on to a company
because of sales contests and award trips. It really
comes down to how much the company is willing to
fully equip their sales reps. For instance, providing
Read More
faster quote processing, presales...

This Month’s Top Sales Blog Post
3 Immediate Steps to Engage Buyers
by Jay Mitchell

W

e recently sat down with a client team to lead
a sales enablement session. In the corner of
the room sat a few of the client’s eager and curious
marketers. They watched and listened intently as we
helped guide and equip the sales team. After the
training, the marketers approached us, wanting to
know more and were curious how their team could
better support sales and what that might look like.
What a healthy, proactive approach! We wish more
marketing teams would take this kind of initiative.
(And if your marketing team isn’t asking to be a part
of this kind collaboration, INVITE THEM!)
The message that sales and marketing need to
work together is not a new one, and it might sound

like a broken record. Go ahead, Google it. You will
find countless blogs, podcasts, articles, webinars,
and the list goes on. Why is there still a need to keep
preaching this message? Because it is imperative to
your team’s success. However, despite the
frequency of this message, sadly, the majority of
sales and marketing teams continue to operate on
their own islands. If this is you—if your company can
resonate with this—please, keep reading.
Currently, 92% of decision makers believe sellers
are NOT creating value for the buyers. That’s bad,
folks. Sure, this could be due to ineffective selling,
but I would bet a more significant contributor is
Read More
because sellers have not been...
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Our 2016 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Our Principal Sponsor is
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